Reading

1. What did John give the writer?
2. Were you surprised by this?
3. Why do you think John says he won’t forget?
4. Was Miss Moss’ way to show the class how the wealth in the world was divided a good idea? Why/Why not?

Writing

Do you think rich people should help poor people by giving them money?
Write at least two paragraphs explaining your reasons for this.
Grammar

Insert the missing inverted commas.
Roman life was unlike modern life, the archaeologist said.

Underline the modal verb in this sentence.
I might go to George's party later.

Insert a pair of brackets into this sentence.
The scientist who worked at NASA made a startling discovery.

Insert a semi-colon in the correct place in this sentence.
Harry tiptoed through the creepy house the floorboards echoed unsettling noises.

Insert the two commas in the correct places.
I stumbled across the sand as I carried my bucket and spade a packed lunch my shoes and a bottle of water.

Spelling

Practise each word. Choose two and write their definitions. Choose two to write in sentences.

system
thorough
variety
vehicle
temperature
twelfth
vegetable
yacht